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the next day, constantine returns to the house of mystery, and he looks inside the sarcophagus of the man in the statue. the man is now there, and he tells constantine that he is the one who killed him, and he tells constantine that he was the one who created the house of
mystery, and he tells constantine that he was the one who brought him here, and he tells constantine that he must face his god. he then tells constantine that if he is ever in trouble again, he can always come here, and he tells constantine that he has been watching him
the entire time, and he tells constantine that he will never let him escape. constantine looks inside the sarcophagus, and he sees that he cannot escape, and the man begins to leave. he then tells constantine that if he ever escapes, he will kill him. constantine looks in the
sarcophagus again and begins to feel some kind of strange power coming from it, and he begins to see a vision of a huge city. in the vision, constantine sees an army of demons fighting a group of humans, and constantine fights in the vision, and he kills the humans with
his magic sword. then, the vision changes, and constantine now sees a king and a wizard, and constantine also sees a man in a hood who is looking at him with a strange look on his face. one of the most important aspects of the church was that it was not a building but a

community, and a sign of faith was that you had to belong to the church and you lived in the church. constantine was asked how he could accept the teachings of a mere man, but he replied that the teachings of a man are inspired when he is in the presence of god. he was
not able to follow them all, but he could follow the spirit of the teachings. constantine had no choice but to accept the teachings of the one true god, and christianity became the official religion of rome.
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after constantine was freed, he went on to become a famous warlock, but he lost all of his powers and abilities after his church in metropolis was burned down. he was then sent to the house of mystery to face a punishment he did not yet understand. he befriends the
magician zatanna and together, they explore the egyptian-themed labyrinths of the house. the only problem is that every time constantine visits the house, he dies at the hands of a stone statue of a man in armor. the man, however, never kills constantine, and neither
does he explain the truth behind the statue's actions. although constantine does not yet understand the reasons for his punishment, he eventually discovers the truth and, with help from zatanna, he escapes his prison, only to find himself back in the same room, only to

start the loop over again. the animation is based on the dc comics character constantine. constantine is described as an "occult-wielding, bisexual, warlock" and he is also described as "a bisexual warlock who uses his super-science abilities to fight evil." in the dc universe,
constantine is the last mortal hold-out of magic, and is one of the most powerful mystical characters in the dc universe. in his first appearance, he possesses a sword that supposedly grants him the power to defeat anyone by facing them in combat, but he is left without his

powers after his church is destroyed in the future. at the start of the episode, constantine arrives at the house of mystery, and he finds zatanna, who invites him to stay for a while. he is immediately drawn to the sarcophagus of the man in the statue, and he begins to
speak to him in whispers. as constantine looks around, he sees a man holding a brazier and he realizes that the man is the one who took his magic away. he then sees the man kick the sarcophagus, shattering it and freeing constantine. as constantine is in the process of

freeing himself, he begins to speak to the man, and it seems like they are having a conversation. the man then disappears, and constantine moves on. 5ec8ef588b
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